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Then take a good look
at this m
23" DAYLIGHT DISPLAY
It's easier to see, to read and to use
than any raw video or mixed display
you've seen. It takes your air traffic
control out of the dark, into the
daylight.
Extra brightness and clarify is only
one of its advantages. It presents
a wide varlely of computer-supplied
synthetic information on a randomaccess basis.
Display i s very quiek and very
accurate.
It gives the operator as many formats
and presentation modes as he likes.
Synthetic presentation cuts out all
unnecessary detail. The built-in
display processor is a general
purpose type with micro-program
control techniques.
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tt's also very easy to talk to.
Alphanumeric data are input through
the keyboard. If you want to update
information in the computer system
extract data from it or communicate
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micro-miniaturised processing
electronics. It's quiek and sensitive.
Automatic 'fell-back' quarantees
accurate positioning.
Already part of the SARP (Signaal
Automatic Radar Processing)
can be interfaced with other systems
as well. It's modern answer to high
data loads.

Ready to come out of the dark in
ATC? Let us help you.
Contact us now, at this address:

Partner in Philip-in-Aviation...
totalcapabiiity from the ground up

Hollandse Slgnaalapparafen B.V.

f uidelijke Havenweg 40,
Telephone: (05400) 88771
Postbus 42,
Hengelo (Ov.)
The Netherlands

HOLLANDSE SIGNAALAPPARATEN
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Two-way Communications
A year ago, INPUT drew attention to the IFATCA
recommendations regarding familiarisation flights
for controllers - i.e., there should be a minimum
of two per year. However, due to budgetary restrictions imposed by the politics of international
'cooperation', Eurocontrollers have suffered a reduction in the already insufficient number of duty
flights available, and can consider themselves fortunate if they get one trip in three years.
In the light of misinformed political attitudes towards ATC, it is perhaps unrealistic to suggest that
a scheme be introduced, along the lines of the
IFATCA suggestions, far aircrew to make regular
familiarisation visits to ATC units. Nevertheless,
such a programme could prove to be not only informative to both aircrew and controllers, but might
also help expedite some of the improvements urgently required in many ATC environments.
It should be a comparatively simple matter for aviators to occasionally take the time to visit tower and
approach units a t the airports from which they operate - national security permitting. Some knowledge of the facilities available at airports is to be gained from the arrival and departure procedures, of
course. But it is the area control centres which are
to the greatest extent 'unseen', and whilst pilots
may regularly fly under the jurisdiction of certain
ACCs and UACs, they may never be fully aware of
the conditions under w h i h the area controllers are
working. Therefore, the aircrew familiarisation scheme would perhaps be best aimed at these units.
The professions of controller and airman are completely interdependent. Aircrew are our strongest allies in striving to improve the ATC environment.
Many pilots' organisations are vociferous in their requirements from ATC, but in some instances do not
appreciate the difficulties faced by controllers. Contact between pilots and controllers should not be limited to discussions between a few representatives
of each a t annual congresses or forums. If the majority of those who fly daily were able to compare
their sophisticated aircraft with the archaic ATC
equipment still in use in many places, they would
certainly understand why restrictive procedures are
still in force. And it is probable that this understanding would lead to greater pressure being exerted
upon the indifferent 'appropriate authorities' to improve matters.
All others implications aside, familiarisation flights
must be encouraged as an essential part of a controllers continuation training. There is no substitute
for first-hand cockpit experience, where more can
be learned in minutes than by hours of classroom
study. The same encouragement should be given to
aircrew to learn just how their safety is guarded.
Or is professional awareness regarded as an expensive luxury?

Revision on. ...
Apart from all the official business conducted at
IFATCA Conferences, delegates have the welcome
opportunity to renew old aquaintences and to make
new friends with controller colleagues.
The director of the Hungarian delegation, Mr. Eric
Voit, was interested to read the account of the visit
t~ Budapest in the Spring edition of INPUT, but
discovered a few errors in the text which we would
like to put right. First, on names; the "Fishermen's
Castle" should have read as "Fishermen's Bastian",
and what was referred to as "Franz Josef Castle"
is, in fact, the Zsigmond Castle.
On the subject of Budapest TWR & APP:
a. The Tesla RP3F PAR is not made by Telefunken
but by Gilfallen
b. The "heightfinder" is a Russian SSR (ICAO standard) which is on test for two years
c. The ACC is located in a military headquarters,
operated by civil controllers (some IFATCA mem- '
bers) and not controlling military traffic a t all.
Our apologies for the inaccuracies, and our thanks
to Eric Voit for pointing them out. Perhaps the excellent hospitality received by the visiting football
party caused some of the detail to blur.
Footnote
This edition of INPUT is late appearing partly due to
sickness, but mainly because insufficient material
was available by the original deadline, which therefore had to be extended. For future reference, copy
deadlines are the last Mondays in February, May,
August and November. The contents and variety of
the magazine depend upon what contributions are
received - so, potential nwelists, humourists,
poets, playrights etc., don't hide your talents, get
practicing now. This is your magazine, and your
help is urgently needed!

M. Lewis

Intercom
Letters to the editor.
Sir,
Wth reference to office notice 4178 concerning the
supply of free hot drinks. If office notices like this
were produced as a single copy for the canteen notice board, instead of printing what must be hundreds and using a lot of ewnsive paper, there
might be a bit of extra money for promotions, or
even extra workers in the ops room!
Doubless 'someone' from the offices can explain!

!

Sir,
I did not find the reply to Mr. Hooper's letter regarding annual medicals (INPUT Spring '78)altogether
satisfactory. Whilst exhibiting a distinct lack of appreciation for satirical humour, Mr. Gerretzen admits himself that the medical centre used for the
last six years is hardly adequate for the functions
performed within. He attempts to justify this by saying that things will improve in the future - if improvement is necessary, then obviously things are
not as they should be at present!
If this "general industrial" medical examiniation is
based on the assurntion that the examinees are
healthy, then how thorou@ does that make it,
especially when specific complaints are to be ignored or considered the province of the family doctor?
How many specialists in aviation medecine are there
on the staff, aware of the demands made on controllers' health? The irregular hours mean irregular
mealtimes, irregular sleep patterns etc, whilst performing an exacting task - facts that are ignored if
one considers the pathetic lack of canteen and rest
facilities for control staff at Maastricht.
Is two minutes with a doctor who asks only if you
have suffered from back trouble during the last year
really adequate? Does an eye test, involving standing barefoot and naked from the waist up, holding
a plastic spoon in front of m e eye whilst searching
a chart for broken circles with the other, really conform to ICAO recommendations?
These questions have not been answered, and glib
justifications are not enough.

M. Maus
Dear Sir,
I should just like to say how upset I was by Mr.
Gerretzen's reply to my letter in the last issue. He
got more laughs than I did!!

Paul J. Hooper

Dear Colleagues,
I wish to convey my thanks to all members of the
Guild who during the past 18 months helped and
supported me and the Executive Board through a
difficult period in the Guilds' short history.
The Guild in the future has two paths open to it, either to become an association where direct union representation of the control staff is the requirement,
or to explore the professional approach and give the
Air Traffic Controller in Eurocontrol a status the
profession world wide should command.
I feel the latter is the path we should take. This approach will require time, work and dedication before
concrete results will be realised. There is no room in
such a Guild for politics or managementlstaff divisions; all should subscribe to a common aim.

Even in these uncertain times the involvement of
the Guild in national and international politics has
delayed its progress and credibility. The Professional Committee should deal with matters of professional concern for the controller as defined by IFATCA and leave politics to tk Unions.
The present situation allowing the Professional
Committee "Carte Blanche" undermines the true
authority of the Executive Board.
To enable the Guild to be a forum for discussion in
Eurocontrol, all control staff must participate, whether management or otherwise. This would contribute towards communication and enable us all to
benefit from the exchange of ideas. There is no link
between Maastricht UAC ATC staff and Management on a regular basis. I feel that in this area the
Guild can play its part for the Operations Room
staff. Even in outside industry and national administrations staff participation in Management is both
fostered and in some cases compulsory. Yet in Eurocontrol and Maastricht UAC no controller representation, even a t a professional level, is envisaged
or planned.
I would like to conclude by giving my special thanks
to all members of the Executive Board who gave
me there support and especially to team D for their
unofficial concessions.
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Roger S. Bartlett

What was that
callsign again
SE FLAMINGO AIRWAYS
Ramingo Airways is a subsidiary charter company
of Kenya Airways (INPUTSummer '77).The airline
seems to be quite a regular operator through our
airspace using B 707s chartered from British Caledonian (BR.). (There is no apparent truth in the rumour that when a Flamingo B 707 reported to
Maastricht that his mode 'C' was u/s, the controller
replied, "down to 190 you flamin' go!"]

OF MONTANA FLUGBETRIEB GmbH
This Austrian charter airline began operations in
1976 with a B 707 leased from Atlas Air of the Bahamas. A wide variety of charters is undertaken,
and indeed B 707 OE-IRA visited Beek on two occasions last April. The airline now operates two
B 707s.

FF IAS CARGO AIRLINES
The prefix FF was once that used by an American
airline, American Flyers, which is still very much remembered by our more senior staff who hardly saw
a day go by without at least one FF flight to con-
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mol. When American Flyers ceased operations in
1971, the prefix was taken over by !AS (lnternational Aviation Services Ltd.). IAS is a British cargo
airline operating world-wide charters from London
Gatwick with a mixed fleet of DC-8s, B 707s, CL446, Hercules, and Britannias some of which they
own and some of which are leased.

C4

BA BRITISH AIRWAYS
Further t o this column in input Winter '77,British
A / W is to drop the prefixes BE and 8 Z . This will be
done in two phases (due to certain inabilities of
their BA8S Reservations System computorl of
which the first phase, to drop the BZ prefix and to
re-number all flights, is already in effect since April
1st. The second phase, where the BE prefix is dropped, will take effect from November 1st.

Reading the above informatbn from the newspaper
BRITISH AIRWAYS NEWS 1 was interested to note
that no mention was made as to what r l t callsign
would be used. A telephone call to the Flight Operations Dept. revealed that it is of the general opinion that the 'Speedbird' callsign will be retained and
used for all BA flights, as from November 1st ofcourse.

AIRLINE NEWS
Boboli Airfreight SprL. is a Belgian airline formed as
far back as June 1976 to operate cargo charters out
of Liege. This company is not yet operational but
is, apparently, still negotiating for the purchase of a

B 707 - 320C.
World Air is yet another Belgian airline being presently formed and financed by German interests.
The airline plans to operate two lockheed Electras
from Ostende.
Air Anglia fans will be pleased to know that with
the airlines aquisition of an F 28 Fellowship for delivery in the Autumn, it looks like a faster ride from
Amsterdam to Aberdeen.
h for our BMA fans, I have news (exclusive at time of writing) that the airline is negotiating a route
swop with British A/W whiah would result in
EIGHT new routes for BMA in exchange far only
one of their routes, Birmingham - Brussels V . V .
One consolation might be that one of the routes requested by BMA is Liverpool - East Midlands Brussels V.V.
Finally, do you rememhr that rather interesting airline EFS BAHAMAS (Input Spring '77).Not long
after that they ceased operations with many
outstanding debts. Infact, they owed Beek airport
f 360.000, - l ! They have re-formed again, this time
under the name Skandinavian Air Cargo with a leased Air Zaire DC-S63CF. They recently contacted
Beek with the view of operating there again! ! I
D.P. Grew

The Tragic Lack of
International Controller Solidarity:
Its Consequences
and the Remedy
by G.J. de Boer*
The Situation as it is
It will be difficult to pinpoint another profession
which is as international as that of the air traffic '
controller. The nearest is that of the airline pilot.
Nott~ingof any significance can happen in Air Traffic Control anywhere in the world unless the
substance has first been thrashed out in depth at
international level by international experts of various
nationalities. The air traffic controller of today has
to abide by a multitude of complex international regulations and procedures; his bibles are the handbooks put out by the International Civil Aviation Organization; he is forever up-dated on what comes
out of international air safety meetings and by technical memoranda distributed worldwide, and in his
work he deals with people of all nationalities. You
would expect such a person, wherever he may be,
to have a totally international outlook, and have no
time for isolationist tendencies.
But it is just not that way. The great majority of the
world's controllers do not seem to be aware of the
imperative need for all-out international controller
solidarity. If they do give it a thought, they do not
show it. True, they see the need for national controllers' organizations to look after their own national interests, but mostly their thinking does not extend beyond their country's borders, yet it is there
more often than not where matters vitally concerning them are decided upon. The best illustration of
this lack of international awaren- is to examine
the composition of the International Federation of
Air Traffic Controllers' Associations (IFATCA).
Among those not represented in IFATCA are the
controller of the U.S.S.R., the U.S.A., Australia,
Japan, and although the Federation has a membership of over 40 national associations, the sobering f a c t is that the majority of the world's controllers are not affiliated. As a result, this part-time, dedicated group, although successful in defending
and promoting the controllers' technical interests,
lacks the essential resources, outlook and status
which only the support of the world's major controllers' organizations can give it. Of course, that
would not matter so much if all is well in Air Traffic
Control; if the controllers' profession is properly recognized. But, as we all know, our profession is not

De Limburgse
Gemeenten helpen U aan
een eigen huis

We have just receiued our new sprlng and summer
collection amongst which you will find wellknown
marks of children's clothlng, like Cacharel, 0 Heather, Cathy Mlni and Kiki Blom.

Het Bouwfonds voor Limburgse
Gemeenten i s een instelling van
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strive to Improve the controllers' lot - all other issues are secondary - by making proper determined
representations, ceasesly if need be, t o those national and international authorities who are in a position to do something towards the achievement of a
better deal for those who work in ATC. It will by n o
means be easy, and the going will be rough, but I
have no doubt of the eventml outcome if only we
play it this way.
When do we start?

G6 de Boer started work as an air traffic controller in 1946.
and In 1978, after almat continwus servlce, IS st111employed as
an operational controller. After 9 veers at Amstsrdam's Schiphol
Airport, he emigrated to New Zealend and for 5 years worked in
New Zealand ATC at Christchurch Airpon. Returning to Europs
in 1960, he became a controller at Luton Airpon outside London.
After a spell in the control tower at Salisbury Airpon. Rhodesia,
he is now settled in Johannesburg after pining South Afrlcan
ATC in 1964. From 1973 to 1977, Ge was the editor of "The
Controller", the official journal of the International Federation of
Air Traffic Controllers' Associations. It was in this function that
he became convinced of the absolute need for a dynamic, nononsense, truly representative international controllers' organization, embracing all controllers the world over, which not one
controller group can afford to ignore.

Lost pilot
packs it in
DESPITE his A A map Eric Clutton was lost, so he
landed his homemade flying machine in a village
playing field t o ask the way.
Mr. Clutton, 50, was unhurt when the bumpy landing threw him from the cockpit, but the plane's fuselage, mostly wood, was damage.
If that was not all, a dog promptly devoured the pilot's provisions - a packet of sandwiches which
dropped f rorn his pocket.
Take-home plane
Police at Ollerton, Notts., checked that Mr. Clutton
was a licensed pilot, and found the plane was registered as aircraft type Fred - The Take Home
Plane.
Mr. Clutton who had flown from a disused airfield
near his home in Newland Street, Stoke-on-Trent,
wanted t o know which way for Leeds. Police told
him. But after a look at "Fred", Mr. Clutton phoned a friend and took it away in a furniture van.
Daily Telegraph

Copenhagen '78 A Summary
Of primary concern to the Guild was the recent disagreement with the Executive Board of l FATCA
and it was decided to have a meeting with the E.B.,
with Tom Van Hal, Appy Bonne and myself representing the Guild. Prior to the meeting the delegation probed very critically all proposals of the IFATCA E. B., abstaining from voting on issues where
we were not able to put our views across. The
meeting with the Board proved very frank on both
sides and we underlined the fact that we wished
the matter closed in order to start off on the right
foot with the new E.B. We were satisfied that the
E.B. went as far as they could in the circumstances
without reopening the old dispute with the Netherlands at a time when relations between the two
Guilds are vastly improved. For our part, we made
concessions which remained within the limits we
had set ourselves. The result was a letter* from the
E. B , of IFATCA to the E.B. of the Guild with copies
to the immediately interested parties. This letter
should now close to the matter.
Once this matter had been closed there was less
need for the Guild delegation t o have the numerous
internal consultations required at Nicosia last year
and we could get down to full participation in the
Conference, which permitted many useful contacts
with other delegations and a suspension of our critical tactics as far as the E.B. was concerned. The
entire delegation worked extremely hard to put
across the Eurocontrol case.

First Plenary
R was immediately noticeable that the working part
of the Conference would be a success, with the
highest ever representation of MAS, 37 in all. The
President, in the presence of the Danish Officials
present a t first plenary, was highly critical of -the
political decision not to permit the attendance of
our colleagues from Rhodesia. In view of the late
appearance of the Nicosia Report we had given the
Board prior notification that we would request the
transfer of this report to Committee A for discussion. The President stated that if we did so he would
rule it out of order. We proposed in this case to raise the whob matter in Committee A. Nevertheless
the Netherlands Director pointed out errors in the
Report and we seconded him in putting the Report
to Committee A for rectification.
This was carried.
The following were elected t o the top table for the
Committees:

A Chairman Larry Curry (UKI Vice Chairman Roger
Bartlett (€GATS) Secretary Lesley Austin (UKI
B Chairman Art Cauty (Canada) V-Chairman T
Karlsen (Noway] Secretary L. Finlay (UK)

--.
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days Turkey would be automatically expelled,
One should note here that Venezuela was automatia l l y expelled several years ago and is now once
again a member.

Constitution and Administrative Policy
The vexed question of Annual or Biennial Conferences: Our delegates had done much research o n this
question and ~t became clear that many Associations felt like ourselves that Annual Conferences
should be retained. The strongest supporters of
Biennial Conferences. Canada and the Netherlands,
did nor foresee an immediate changeover. None of
the papers presented had gone into the requirements for Constitutional changes and therefore we
felt that it was not opportune to discuss one without the other. As there is also a strong case for
Constitutional reorganisation, pending t h e eventual
changeover t o a permanent secretariat which must
await financial resources, we proposed that SC VI
study the whole question and that at next year's
Conference a fourth Committee study the whole
Constitutional question. As this would have meant
an official Committee D it was decided to set up a
working group at the beginning of the next Conference, this group to report to Plenary via Committee A. We will present ideas to SC VI for inclvsron
for the t w o circumstances. Nevertheless Constltutional changes require a two-thirds majority so the
question of biennial Conferences is by no means
won. Canada was re-elected as SC VI.
Regional Organisation
The reports of the Regional .Counciltors were accepted. A vote of thanks was passed for Jose Beder
who has done a tremendous amount of work in the
South American Region. The South Pacific had
k e n struck by a tornado in the form of Daniel Gorin and the Pacific Region has gone a long way in
getting organised thanks to the assistance of Fiji
and New Zealand. A paper on the Regional Organisation was presented by New Zealand and it initially
did not receive much enthusiasm. Following our policy of support to the worldwide ideals of IFATCA,
we strongly supported our colleagues in the Pacific

"0.K. wu guys. hand in your -1"
8. Jones. Editor the 'Cmtroller', In reverse

Channel Islands and Switzerland on publicity
through postage stamps. We are not directly concerned as an M A but the Board should enter into
contact with the Associations in the Member States
of Eurocontrol to co-ordinate our support for the
proiect when they approach their postal authorities
after the 1979 Conference. Meanwhile any member
who can design a stamp should submit his design
to the EGATS Board not later than the end of September. The Channel Islands becomes a subcommittee of SC II for this project,

Hnance
The Treasurer's Repont was accepted. A number of
MAS explained the~rdifficulries in payment. Three
MAS came up for expulsion. The Malta Association
no longer exists and we therefore supported t h e expulsion of Malta. Guyana is in the process of reorganisation and some of the money owing will be
paid. This case was referred to the next Conference. A series of telexes and interventions of the Turkish Embassy kept the case of Turkey simmering.
Final plenary decided that if Turkey had nor paid in

---
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ME WILL TRY TO BE SOBER F O R AT LEAST W D HOURS
EVERY DAY. THIS CARD ENTITLES THF H O L D E R TO F R E E
BEER W H f L E FLYLNG SUPERSONIC IN CLOUD. INVERT E D .
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in this field. and have become acceated as the
'standard' ior communications remiding at over 120
of the world's major airports.
A simultaneous recording capacity of up to 44 separate channels can be provided, and very high reliability is ensured by duplicatim of every vital unit by
an identical stand-by ready to take over instantly in
case of a fault developing. The chance of loss of information through a recorder fault is therefore almost completely eliminated.
Duplication of recording facilities also allows a
change of tape reel - necessary only once every
day - without interruption of recording.
Design lifetime of Philips voice loggers is 10 years in
continuous service, although over 20 years of experience with installed units shows that actual lifetime
is very often considerably longer. The result of this
long operating life and high reliability is a very economic true cost of ownership, Mr. Peeters said.
Ps well as large airports handling scheduled flights,
many smaller airports today also want to provide a
high level of facilities, Mr. Peeters told conference
delegates. Communications recording is a vital part
of those facilities, and Philip has recently introduced a new range of 'transportable' voice loggers to
meet the demand of smaller airports for the maximum possible cost-effectiveness.
These new voice loggers are designed to provide
the optimum compromise between cost and performance, and to bring the sxurity of positive, continuous voice logging to every airport.
Concluding, Mr. Peeters declared Philips' intention
to follow the lFATCA philosophy of seeking everincreasing standards of safety and security in air
travel. He pointed out that Philips saw its recent
IFATCA membership as an important factor in allowing the company to keep in close touch with the
demands of all those involved in air traffic control.

From The Press
Proposals for improved air safaty

A call to the Commission to study the possibility of
improving co-operation between national air traffic
control authorities with the aim of ultimately setting
up s single European air traffic control system was
contained in a resolution from the Parliament's
committee on regional policy, regional planning and
transport. The committee's investigation into safety
aspects of air traffic control was prompted by the
1976 collision over Zagreb.
The resolution presented by Signor Luigi Nos {Italy,
C-Dl called upon the governments of EEC states to
redefine the tasks and responsibilities of the existing
Eurocontrol organization in the new convention that
w u l d have to be drawn up when the existing convention expires in 1983.

France and the United Kingdom insisted many years
ago in refusing to transfer responsibility for air traffic control to Eurocontrol and have remained
responsible for their own air traffic control operations, acting on behalf of Eurocontrol.
In their report accompanying the resolution, the
committee considered it unrealistic to advocate the
effective exercise of air traffic control by Eurocontrol. Regrettable though this development might be,
the time had come to think about possible alternative roles for Eurocontrol.
The resolution expressed grave concern at the division between civil and military control of air space
and called upon European governments to achieve
a common use of the same air space by civil and
military traffic by joint civil and military control units
in those areas where this had not yet been achieved.
States should improve the procedure for the reporting and investigation of near miss incidents and
other evident deficiencies in air traffic control. It
was also considered desirable for developments in
short-haul air traffic and rslway services between
the same points to be better coordinated at aEuropean planning stage.
The Parliament's committee on energy and research
in an opinion drafted by Mr. John Osborn (Sheffield, Hallam, C ) stated that the rate of air misses
had been too high in certain parts of the Community to permit complacency. It would be in the interests of European aviation to investigate the cost efficiency of collision avoidance systems and any
other techniques that would improve safety The
Commission should initiate such a study. Eurocontrol might have a coordinating role to prevent duplication of research.
In the debate on the resolution, Mr. Osborn said
the biggest administrative difficulty in Europe was
that each government regarded its own air space as
sovereign. Governments had supported the growth
of their own air safety monitoring activities rather
than carrying them out on a broader basis.
Each country too had differing arrangements for
controlling civil and military air space and it had
also to be borne in mind that, Europe had to combine Nato requirements with civil requirements. They
should look to flying control systems and strategic
planning such as had been developed in the United
States.
Mr. Richard Burke, Commissioner for Transpon,
said the Community should aim at supplementing
the activities of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the European Civil Aviation
Conference (ECACI.
The Council of Ministers had decided last year, after an initiative by the Commission, to set in motion
work to identify topics of priority interest to Community air transport. The attention of the group
doing this work would be drawn t o the terms of the
resolution.

"The Times"
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SPECIAL CAR INSURANCE EUROCONTROL
MOTOR-CAR lNSU R ANCE

A. Third Party Liability.
The cover in respect of third-party liability fully meets the statutory requirements ("WAM") and always
includes:
third party liability up to DG. 5.000.000.-;
green card;
wind-screen breakage:
aid in recovering claims;
passenger cover in the event of death, incapacity
or injury requiring medical treatment,
subject t o a ceiling of DG. 200.000.per car and DG. 40.000.- per person.
NO-CLAIM BONUS.
The attached table does not take into account any entitlement t o no-claim bonus.
Current entitlement will be acknowledged on the following basis:
30% a f t e r one year
35% after two years ,
40% after three years
45% after four years
5 m after five years
I f the insured is entitled to a 50% no-claim bonus, this percentage will be reduced to 30%w.e.f. the next
premiumdue date in t h e event of one damage arising.
In all other cases the nwlairn bonus is forfeited in full, so that the attached table is applicable again. All the
aforementioned discounts and/or surcharges may be combined.
(conditions and premiums par 1-4-77 subject to beeing changed).

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS OR SURCHARGES

1.

"PARTICIPATION" DISCOUNT

In the event of damage t o the insured vehicle, the insured may opt for a participation in the amount of
damage in lieu of the relevant excess.
The EWS Premium will be reduced by:
20% in the event of a 15Vm
participation in the E.W.S., subject to a minimum of DG. 300.30% in the event of a 20% participation in the E.W.S., subject to a minimum of DG. 350.40% in the event of a 30% participation in the E.W.S., subject to a minimum of DG. 400.50% in the event of a 4w participation in the E.W.S., subject to a minimum of OG. 500.2. 25% surcharge on the premium if the vehicle is owned, or mainly used, by persons under 25.
3. 20% discount on prernlum if a second car i s insured for private use, as long as the f i r s t car remains insured
with our company.

Cat.
Waarde
list price

W.A.
3rd party

E.W.S.
Damage to

liability

insured

vehicle
f
f
f
f
f

15.000
17.000
19.000
21.000
25.000

f 427, f 451, f

460,-

f 404,f 500, -

1065,1173,1259,1420, f 1580,f
f
f
f

Other premiums on request (subject to being changed)
PLEASE CONTACT:

beugel~ar~~rcrn
tiiin
Haspelsestraat 44 Sittard

- postbus 299 - tel. 0449@17 100

